We investigate the invariant canonical transformation of a spatially covariant scalar-tensor theory of gravity, called the XG theory. Under the invariant canonical transformation, the forms of the action or the Hamiltonian and the primary constraints are preserved, but the action or the Hamiltonian is not invariant. We derive the Hamiltonian in a non perturbative manner and perfrom the Hamiltonian analysis for full theory. We confirm that the theory has at most 3 degrees of freedom as long as the theory has the spatial diffeomorphism symmetry. Then, we derive the invariant canonical transformation by using the infinitesimal transformation. The invariant metric transformation of the XG theory contains a vector product as well as the disformal transformation. The vector product and the disformal factor can depend on the higher order derivatives of the scalar field and the metric. Furthermore, we discover additional canonical transformation which leaves the theory invariant. Using the invariant transformation, we study the relation between the Horndeski theory and the GLPV theory, and find that we can not obtain general GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory through the invariant canonical transformation we found.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that general relativity is the most successful theory of gravity which contains two tensor degrees of freedom. We do not need, however, to stick with the gravitational theory containing two tensor modes if we consider more general low energy effective field theories of gravity or try to explain the mysteries of the universe such as the cosmic acceleration. As an extension to Einstein's general relativity, we can consider the scalar-tensor theory of gravity in which we add a scalar degree of freedom interacting with the tensor modes. The idea of adding a scalar mode to gravitational theory was first proposed in Brans-Dicke theory [1] in the early 1960's, and thereafter, numerous scalar-tensor theories which add one or more scalar modes were devised [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Among those scalar-tensor theories, the Horndeski theory [2, 9, 14] was regarded as the most general stable scalartensor theory containing one scalar and two tensor modes. Although the theory has more than two time derivatives in the action, the equations of motion remain to be second order differential equations. In general, if we have higher than second order time derivatives in the equations of motion, there appears extra degrees of freedom, the so called Ostrogradski ghosts [16] . The ghost makes the Hamiltonian unbound from below, so that the system becomes unstable. The equations of motion of the Horndeski theory, however, are limited up to second order, and thus the Horndeski theory can avoid the ghost. In the frame of the Horndeski theory, various cosmological models have been suggested, some of which have characteristic mechanisms to drive the accelerating expansion of the universe [12, 13] .
Although the Horndeski theory was regarded as the most general stable scalar-tensor theory containing one scalar and two tensor modes, Gleyzes et al. recently suggested a new scalar-tensor theory beyond the Horndeski theory, called the GLPV theory [17] , in which the equations of motion include third order time derivatives. Nevertheless, several Hamiltonian analyses showed that there appears no Ostrogradski ghost at least for the restricted classes of the GLPV theory [19, 20, 25] . After the GLPV theory has came out, a lot of efforts has been made to search for stable scalar-tensor theories beyond the Horndeski theory. The spatially covariant scalar-tensor theory [18] , which we call the XG theory, is one of the results. The XG theory is an effective field theory which has the symmetry of the spatial diffeomorphism only, hence the theory consists of the ADM variables [33] and the time coordinate t explicitly. Therefore, the XG theory includes Hořava gravity [6] and its extensions [7, 8] although they were constructed in different context. The Horndeski and the GLPV theories have the gauge symmetry of the spacetime diffeomorphism. However, if we take a preferred foliation of spacetime by identifying the timelike scalar field φ of the theories to be the time coordinate t, the theories become subclasses of the XG theory. Such identification could be interpreted as a (partial) gauge fixing, and we call it the unitary gauge. Conversely, if we can restore the symmetry of the spacetime diffeomorphism by introducing the scalar field φ in the XG theory, then the XG theory can be expressed as a general covariant theory. Thus, the XG theory is a more general theory including both the Horndeski theory and the GLPV theory if we can restore the gauge symmetry by the scalar field φ. We will review the XG theory in more detail in the next section.
Until now, many efforts have been devoted to construct new stable scalar-tensor theories beyond the Horndeski theory. In parallel with it, the connection between different theories of gravity has been also investigated through the transformation of the spacetime metric [21] [22] [23] 28] . Practically, it is really beneficial to consider how a theory of gravity transforms to another by the metric transformation. Transforming the action of one theory to a well-known action via the metric transformation, we can sometimes carry out calculations easily, or we can intuitively find out the degrees of freedom the theory has [22] . Moreover, through the metric transformation, we can easily understand the screening mechanism of the scalar degree of freedom [29, 30] , the formation of stars with the scalar degree of freedom [31, 32] , and so on. On the other hand, to search the metric transformation which leaves the action of the theory invariant means to search the symmetry of the theory, and it leads to deeper understanding of the theory. Note that in this article, we regard the theory invariant if the action or the Hamiltonian and the primary constraints of the theory are transformed to the same family of the theory under the transformation. The action of the Horndeski theory is invariant under the disformal transformation [28] ,
where the coefficients A and B are referred to as the conformal factor and the disformal factor respectively. The GLPV theory is invariant under the same kind of disformal transformation, but the disformal factor depends on the derivative of the scalar field [23] ,
Interestingly, a particular class of the GLPV theory can be obtained from the Horndeski theory through the disformal transformation (2) [23, 26, 27] .
Having in mind these features of the metric transformation, the following questions naturally arise: Are there more general transformations other than the disformal transformation which leave scalar-tensor theories invariant or connect different theories? Furthermore, a little ambitiously, are there transformations which transform the Horndeski theory to arbitrary classes of GLPV theory? One of the main purposes of this article is to find such general transformations.
When searching for general transformations, we should note that if we can take the unitary gauge φ = t, all the disformal transformations we mentioned above reduce to the point transformations of the ADM variables. It has been well known that the point transformations belong to more general transformations, the canonical transformations. Hence, in this article, we aim to derive the canonical transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant, and to reveal the relation between the GLPV and the Horndeski theories in the unitary gauge using the invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory.
In order to investigate the structure of the XG theory and the relation between the Horndeski and the GLPV theories, we take the following steps. Firstly, we derive the non-perturbative Hamiltonian and perform the Hamiltonian analysis for the XG theory. Until now, the Hamiltonian analysis of the XG theory was done only in a perturbative way [34] . Secondly, we search the canonical transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant. Finally, we investigate the relation between the Horndeski and the GLPV theories in the unitary gauge focusing on whether we can obtain general GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory using the invariant transformation of the XG theory.
The disformal transformation (1) is the most general metric transformation which leaves the Horndeski theory invariant. Under the disformal transformation (1), the equations of motion remain to be second order differential equations. However, we know that the equations of motion of several stable scalar-tensor theories beyond the Horndeski theory are differential equations with higher than second order derivatives, and hence we can not use the strategy keeping the equations of motion at second order to find the invariant transformation. We consider the infinitesimal transformation first because it is easier to work on. If a certain infinitesimal transformation leaves the theory invariant, then we repeat the infinitesimal transformation to get the finite transformation which leaves the theory invariant. We can not obtain, however, any discrete transformation from the infinitesimal transformation. This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the XG thoery in Section II. The non-perturbative Hamiltonian analysis of the XG theory was performed in Section III. We derive the infinitesimal transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant in Section IV, and promote it to the finite transformation if possible. Then, we investigate the relation between the Horndeski and the GLPV theories in the unitary gauge with the infinitesimal transformation in Section V. Section VI is devoted to the summary of this article. In Appendix A, we complement the result in Section III by performing the Hamiltonian analysis for two special cases of the XG theory. In Appendix B and C, we give detailed calculations for the quantities we use in Sections IV and V respectively.
II. THE XG THEORY
In this section, we briefly review the construction of the XG theory [18] . The XG theory respects the 3 dimensional spatial diffeomorphism, and thus the ingredients of the XG theory consist of the ADM variables
where N (x) is the lapse function, N i (x) is the shift function, and the Latin index represents the spatial coordinates. The ADM variables transform under the three spatial infinitesimal diffeomorphism, δx i = ξ i ( x, t), as
where D i is the covariant derivative on the spatial hypersurface compatible with the spatial metric h ij , the dot represents the time derivative, and L ξ is the Lie derivative along the 3-vector ξ i . Using the ADM variables, we define the extrinsic curvature
To preserve the spatial diffeomorphism, we restrict the building blocks of the theory as follows:
where h is the determinant of h ij and R ij is the Ricci curvature with respect to h ij . We do not include the Riemann tensor since we can represent it by the combination of R ij and h ij in 3 dimensions. Then, the action of the XG theory is given as
where F is a general scalar functional of its arguments. Note that this action is not the most general spatially covariant action consisted of the ADM variables since we do not include the time derivative of the building blocks. To preserve the symmetry under the spatial diffeomorphism, for example, we can always include a combination
into the building blocks since it behaves as a scalar under the spatial diffeomorphism. We do not usually consider the time derivative of the lapse function since if it exists, there often appears a ghost particle which makes the theory unstable. But, the ghost does not always appear, and thus we may be able to include the time derivative of the lapse function while keeping the theory stable [35] . We should need, however, some fine tunings of the kinetic term of the theory to exclude the ghost. Therefore, we may regard the XG theory as a stable spatially covariant scalar tensor theory without a fine tuning to its kinetic term 1 . The XG theory is a nonrelativistic theory because it explicitly breaks the spacetime diffeomorphism. If we regard the XG theory as a gauge fixed form of a general relativistic theory, however, we can find the relativistic form of the XG theory by restoring the broken gauge symmetry. In the XG theory, the spacetime diffeomorphism is broken by choosing a preferred spacetime foliation which fixes the time coordinate. Thus, we can restore the full spacetime diffeomorphism if we introduce a gauge degree of freedom for the choice of time. To do this, we introduce the Stückelberg field φ as the role of time. We regard the constant time hypersurface as the hypersurface on which φ has a constant value, with the unit normal vector given as n µ = −∇ µ φ/ √ X where ∇ µ is the covariant derivative compatible with the spacetime metric g µν . Then, all of spatially covariant quantities can be rewritten in the general covariant form with the spacetime metric g µν and the scalar field φ:
and so on. We can replace R ij to its general covariant form by using the Gauss-Codazzi relation. As a consequence, we will obtain the covariant form of the action for the XG theory as
where '· · · ' represents higher order derivative terms of φ and R µνρσ is the spacetime Riemann tensor. Assuming the gradient of the scalar field is timelike, g µν ∇ µ φ∇ ν φ < 0, we can take the unitary gauge in which we choose φ = t, and we can find the spatially covariant action (7) . Note that the general covariant form of action (10) is tuned so that it will not include any quantities other than the building blocks (6) when we take the unitary gauge.
III. NON-PERTURBATIVE HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS OF THE XG THEORY
The Hamiltonian of XG theory was derived only in a perturbative way and the same is true for the Hamiltonian analysis [34] . The Hamiltonian constructed in the perturbative way is valid only when the amplitudes of fluctuations of the fields are so small that the interactions are suppressed. Therefore, we need to derive the Hamiltonian in a non-perturbative way. In this section, we derive the non-perturbative Hamiltonian with an auxiliary tensor field, and elucidate the structure of the constraints and the number of physical degrees of freedom by the Hamiltonian analysis.
In general, the kinetic term in the XG theory (7) is not quadratic, so we can not define the conjugate momenta in the usual way and we are unable to derive the non-perturbative Hamiltonian from the action. Then, to make the kinetic term to be lower than quadratic and define the conjugate momenta, we introduce an auxiliary field Λ ij for K ij and rewrite the action as
where we define the first order functional derivative of F as
and the index a on F corresponds to the index of the component field of ϕ a . By construction, the auxiliary field Λ ij is a tensor field under the spatial diffeomorphism. For later convenience, we introduce the functional derivative of F a ϕâ
In general,F
is a derivative operator with respect to the spatial coordinates x. We define another derivative operatorF
where T ( x, t) is a generic tensor field.F performing the integration by parts. We can write the second line of (14) asF
thus, we obtain the formal relationF
Note that each side of the above relation takes differentiation with respect to different variables x and y. Another useful relation is obtained by integrating (14) with respect to y
where U ( x, t) is another generic tensor field. We are free to change the coordinates of the integration since the interval of the integration covers the whole space, so
Furthermore, we define the Green's function of the derivative operatorF
where I a c is the identity operator. Using them, we immediately obtain the following relation
With these notations, the variation of the action (11) with respect to Λ ij gives the equation
and ifF
x,ij,kl ΛΛ = 0, we obtain a solution
Substituting this solution back to the action (11), we recover the original action (7). The conditionF x,ij,kl ΛΛ = 0 should be satisfied for any dynamical system, otherwise it has no kinetic term. Thus, we can conclude that the rewritten action (11) is equivalent to the original action at least classically. By using the action (11), we get the conjugate momenta
The Hamiltonian is
where
Note that the spatial indices are raised and lowered by the spatial metric h ij . For example, the trace of a tensor is π h ≡ π ij h h ij . The XG theory has the gauge symmetry under the spatial diffeomorphism, hence the system has primary constraints
where '≈' represents the weak equality. We define the total Hamiltonian with the Lagrange multipliers as
Before starting the Hamiltonian analysis, we define the Poisson bracket and the inner product for generic tensor fields X( x) and Y ( x) as
where π a are the conjugate momenta of ϕ a . The quantities in the Poisson bracket and the inner product are given at the same time. Using these definitions as well as Eqs. (12)- (18), we are ready to perform the Hamiltonian analysis. We find that the Poisson brackets of the following primary constraints are generally nonzero,
and the other Poisson brackets of the primary constraints are zero. We assume hereafter that the Green's function of F 
Taking notice of the following relations
where we use the relation (18) for the last equality in Eq. (30), we find that the Poisson brackets ofπ N with all the primary constraints become zero,
Eq. (15) is used for the last equality in Eq. (31) . We can determine the Lagrange multipliers for π 
In general, the new constraint χ depends on the lapse function. The Poisson brackets of χ withπ N , π
whereχ N ,χ
are derivative operators in general.χ N is not zero in general, but should become weakly zero when the theory has the general covariance, see Appendix A.2 for this argument. Introduce a linear combination of χ andπ ij as
we get
whereψ x,ij is a derivative operator. We further introduce another linear combination of χ ′ and π
and we obtain
Then, we consider the Poisson brackets with H i . We use the following relation for a functional I which is invariant under the restricted spatial diffeomorphism
where f i is a general vector field. s is a scalar, v i is a vector and t ij is a tensor under the restricted spatial diffeomorphism, and they do not depend on both the conjugate momenta and h ij . This relation is an extended version of the one given in Appendix A of [36] including the tensor field. Using this relation, we find the nonzero Poisson brackets with H i ,
where T ij and f are a general tensor field and a scalar field respectively. Taking notice that
the second equation in (40) eventually becomes
We define the following linear combination of the constraints
Then, we can find all of the Poisson brackets ofH i become zero
where g i is a general vector field, and we used the relations
in the last weak equality in the second equation in (44). The consistency condition ofχ just determines the Lagrange multiplier forπ N , and that ofH i generates no new constraint,
As a result, we find that the theory has the 6 first class constraints, π i andH i , and the 14 second class constraints,π N , χ, π ij Λ andπ ij h for the general functional F . Since the dimension of the phase space (N,
, thus the number of degrees of freedom is
This is equal to the number of tensor modes in 3+1 dimensions plus a scalar mode. If the theory has general covariance or other symmetries, the degrees of freedom will be less. Therefore, we conclude that the XG theory has 2 tensor modes and 1 scalar mode at most, and there do not appear any extra degrees of freedom making the theory unstable for all regions of the theory.
We have performed the Hamiltonian analysis of the XG theory without restoring the time diffeomorphism symmetry by the scalar field φ. On the other hand, it has been recently pointed out that there appears an extra degree of freedom for some classes of the XG theory if we restore the time diffeomorphism symmetry and construct the general covariant form of the XG theory [24] [25] [26] [27] . Though we need to understand why such a difference occurs, our analysis ensures that there does not appear any extra degree of freedom at least for the spatially covariant form of the XG theory (7).
IV. INVARIANT TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE XG THEORY
In this section, we discuss the invariant transformation of the XG theory. As we mentioned in Section I, there are two different ways to study the transformation which leaves the theory invariant. One way is to search the transformation which preserves the forms of the action. The other way is to search the transformation which preserves the forms of the Hamiltonian and the primary constraints. The invariant transformation of the action belongs to a particular class of the point transformations, and that of the Hamiltonian belongs to a particular class of the canonical transformations. Moreover, the point transformation is a special case of the canonical transformation, and it is easier to find the point transformation working in the Lagrangian formalism. Depending on the problem, we will work with different formalisms.
We study the infinitesimal transformations first. If the infinitesimal transformations leave the theory invariant, then the theory should be invariant also under the finite transformations which are obtained by repeating the infinitesimal transformations. Therefore, the infinitesimal invariant transformations can generate all the finite and smooth transformations which leave the theory invariant. The metric transformations given in Section I are smooth as long as they are invertible 2 . Therefore, the infinitesimal transformations we consider in this article can include all the invertible classes of them. In this paper, we do not consider any discrete transformation because it can not be generated from the infinitesimal transformations.
A. Infinitesimal canonical transformation
We shortly review the infinitesimal canonical transformation in this subsection [38] . In general, a canonical transformation from a set of barred canonical variables (φ a ,π a ) to an unbarred set (ϕ a , π a ) is generated by a generating functional W. If W is given as the functional ofφ a , π a and the time t, the canonical transformation is given as
whereH is the Hamiltonian of the barred system. On the other hand, the general point transformation is given as
where f a are arbitrary but invertible functionals ofφ a and t. Note that in general, we can not include the time derivatives of dynamical variables into the arguments of f a , otherwise we can not keep the equations of motion covariant. If we consider W = a d 3 x π a f a [φ, t] as the generating functional of the canonical transformation, we obtain the point transformation in the Hamiltonian formalism
Therefore, the canonical transformation includes the point transformation. Then, we consider the infinitesimal canonical transformation. First, we consider the identity transformation which is generated by
The infinitesimal canonical transformation is obtained by taking the infinitesimal variation from the identity transformation. Defining ǫ as the infinitesimal parameter, we give the generating functional of infinitesimal transformation as
and we obtain the infinitesimal canonical transformation
We will call the functional G the generator of infinitesimal canonical transformation. We need only up to the first order of ǫ for all of the quantities so that we can replace the argumentφ a in G to ϕ a . Consequently, we obtain the following infinitesimal canonical transformation generated by G[π, ϕ, t]:
The bracket with the index denotes the derivatives of the quantities in the bracket with respect to the index, (
We note that we can always invert the infinitesimal transformation up to the first order of ǫ.
B. Invariant infinitesimal point transformation
In this subsection, we derive the infinitesimal point transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant. We work with the Lagrangian formalism. We start from the original XG action (7) with the barred variables
whereD i is the spatially covariant derivative with respect toh ij . The infinitesimal point transformation is obtained by taking the infinitesimal form of Eq. (49),
where P a ≡ (P N , P i , P ij ) are arbitrary functionals. We omit to write R ij , D i etc. in the arguments of P a . The infinitesimal transformation of the extrinsic curvature is obtained from Eq. (56) as
After the infinitesimal transformation, the action up to the first order of ǫ becomes
where F has the same form of functional asF with the unbarred arguments, and F ij K is obtained from F ij Λ by replacing Λ ij with K ij . Note that we treat K ij and h ij as independent variables.
We aim to leave the form of the action invariant,
To achieve this, we must constrain the functionals P a in the action (58). First, we consider how to constrain the functional P ij . Since it hasṖ ij in P Kij , P ij should not depend on N and N i so thatṄ andṄ i do not appear in the action. We may be able to eliminate those time derivatives as total derivatives in F ij K . It is difficult, however, to change them into total derivatives for the general functional F . Thus, we require P ij to depend only on h ij and t. A possible and simple candidate for P ij 3 is
where a(t) is an arbitrary function of t. Combining Eqs. (57) and (61), we get
If P N and P i do not depend on N i , then the action (58) has the desired form (60) since all the terms are constructed with the building blocks only. So the condition is
If the functional F has up to the n-th order of K ij , then the coefficient of P N in Eq. (63) is in the n-th order of K ij , and that of P i is in the (n − 1)-th order of K ij . Since P N and P i do not depend on K ij , the condition (63) tells us that
As a result, the XG theory is invariant under the infinitesimal point transformation
The action transforms as
The form of action is preserved by replacingF with F ′ . We can immediately promote the infinitesimal transformation (65) to finite transformation by removing the infinitesimal parameter ǫ. The finite transformation is
No extra variable other than the building blocks is introduced by the finite transformation, so the action is invariant under the finite transformation (67) as long as the transformation is invertible. Restoring the full diffeomorphism by using the Stuckëlberg field φ, we may derive the metric transformation of the theory. Under the transformation (67), the components of the spacetime metricḡ µν transform as
From these results, we expect that the transformation for the spacetime metric include the general covariant form of P i up to the quadratic order. We define the general covariant form of P i with a 4-vector V µ as
So the transformation of g µν is
Since
The metric transformation (73) leaves the XG theory invariant in the unitary gauge, and it is more general than the disformal transformation (2) . Note that the form of V µ and b = b[φ, g µν , ∇ µ ] are constrained as they have the form of P N and P i in (67) in the unitary gauge. If we choose V µ = 0 and b = b[φ, X], then the transformation (73) reduces to the disformal transformation (2) . To see how the transformation (73) is more general, as a simple example, we consider the transformation generated by
Thus, the transformation (73) which leaves the XG theory invariant contains higher order derivatives through the vector product V µ and b. The general covariant form of the XG theory should be invariant under the invariant metric transformation (73). As we mentioned in the previous section, however, the stability of the general covariant form of the XG theory is not ensured. Thus, we must be careful of treating the invariant metric transformation in the general covariant form. Although it is uncertain whether the general covariant form of the XG theory is stable or not, but the spatially covariant form of the XG theory (55) is invariant under the invariant point transformation (67), so the stability of the theory is ensured since the spatially covariant form of the XG theory has at most 3 degrees of freedom.
C. Invariant infinitesimal canonical transformation
In this subsection, we derive the infinitesimal canonical transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant, and we work in the Hamiltonian formalism. The generator of the infinitesimal point transformation in the last subsection is
where P Λij has the same form as P Kij in Eq. (62) with the argument Λ ij instead of K ij ,
The generator G P of the point transformation is linear in the momenta. The generators of canonical transformations, however, usually include nonlinear momenta terms. In this paper, we consider only the infinitesimal canonical transformation which contains up to second order in the momenta for simplicity.
We obtained the primary constraints (23) of the XG theory in the previous section. As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, we must leave not only the form of the Hamiltonian but also the structure of primary constraints invariant under the canonical transformation. Namely, we need
The momenta except π ij h should vanish weakly after the transformation. If we take any functional which contains quadratic momenta except π ij h terms as the generator, all of the variations generated by them will vanish weakly since the first order terms of ǫ in Eq. (54) vanish weakly for that generator. Therefore, it is trivial to consider the generator which contains the quadratic momenta except π ij h terms. On the other hand, the momentum π ij h is not the primary constraint, and thus we can construct a nontrivial generator by using it. We consider a functional which contains more than one π ij h and another functional which does not contain any momenta in the generator. Hence, we express the generator of the infinitesimal canonical transformation which includes the infinitesimal point transformation as
h are the scalar quantities bi-linear in (π a , π ij h ), and we again omit to write R ij , D i etc. in the arguments ofB aij and C. In general,B aij is a derivative operator. Now we study the forms of the functionals C πa and C which leave the XG theory invariant.
Under the canonical transformation, H tot becomes,
In order to keep the form of H tot , the primary constraintsπ a must transform to the linear combination of the primary constraints π a . Using the generator (78), we get
The transformed constraint includes not only π ij Λ but also the other primary constraints through C πa except C π h and the term which does not contain any constraint. Although the other primary constraints appear after the transformation, we can always preserve the structures of the primary constraints in H tot by redefinition of the multipliers. Therefore, the primary constraints on the right hand side of the first equality in Eq. (80) vanish weakly. However, we can not eliminate the terms which do not contain any constraint. The functionals C π h and C must not create such terms in Eq. (80), and we will discuss the constraints later.
Under the infinitesimal canonical transforation, the constraintsπ N andπ i transform tō
The remaining constraintπ ij h transforms as
Introducing the functional F ′ ,
where F is given in (59) replacing K ij to Λ ij , we get
For simplicity, we assume
Note that these assumptions are automatically satisfied for the generator (75), so they are satisfied for the infinitesimal point transformation derived in the previous subsection. Under these assumptions, we obtaiñ
Using Eqs. (84) and (86), we obtain
+ (linear combinations of the primary constraints) ,
The linear combinations of the primary constraints can be absorbed into H tot by the redefinition of the multipliers. Before we study the constraints on C πa and C, we first discuss the point transformations and confirm that the functional P Λij is given by Eq. (76) in the Hamiltonian formalism. Setting C πa and C to zero, and using Eq. (76), we getπ
The first order terms of ǫ are proportional to the primary constraint π
Λ in the unbarred system by replacinḡ F with F ′ , and they are absorbed into H tot by the redefinition of the multipliers. The functional F ′ defined by Eq.
(84) now equals to F ′ in the action (66) by replacing K ij with Λ ij . Therefore, the result in the Hamiltonian formalism completely agrees with that in the Lagrangian formalism obtained in the previous subsection, and we obtain P Λij from P Kij by replacing K ij with Λ ij . From the above analysis, we can find that the invariant infinitesimal point transformation in the Hamiltonian formalism is closed only by itself. Now we discuss the functional forms of C π h and C. From the assumptions (86), we get (C π h ) ij Λ ≈ 0. Combining this result with Eq. (80), it requires that (C) ij Λ ≈ 0. Since any combination of C π h and C can not be proportional to the primary constraintπ ij h , so they are independent of Λ ij . From the conditions (81) and (82), we find that C π h and C are also independent of N and N i , so
To prohibit δH from depending on N i , we must take the functional C as
where c 1 and c 2 are arbitrary functions of time. See Appendix B for the derivation of (94). For simplicity, we choose C π h by hand as
and we do not consider other more complicated functionals. Once we determine the functional C π h , we obtain C πΛ as
where the arbitrary functional c 5 ≡ c 5 [N, N i , h ij , t]. By introducing the functional F ′′ , we rewrite the Hamiltonian (88) as
Again, see Appendix B for the detailed derivations of (96)-(99). Although the momentum π ij h appears in F ′′ through C πa , we can rewrite it to √ hF ′′ ij Λ /2 using the weak equality (98), and therefore the form of Hamiltonian is preserved after the transformation.
At last, we consider whether C πN and C πi can depend on N i or not. To leave the Hamiltonian invariant, the functional F ′′ in the transformed Hamiltonian H should not depend on N i . We extract the terms which possibly depend on
To prohibit F ′′ from depending on N i , we require that
As in the case of infinitesimal point transformation, we find that C πN and C πi are independent of N i . If the functional F has up to the n-th power of Λ ij , the C πN term in Eq. (101) is (2n − 1)-th power of Λ ij since (C πa ) πa has (n − 1)-th power of Λ ij using the weak equality (98). On the other hand, the C πi term is (2n − 2)-th power of Λ ij . Therefore, in order to satisfy the condition (101) for general functional F , we need
In summary, in addition to the infinitesimal point transformation generated by G P (75), we obtain the infinitesimal invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory as follows:
The total Hamiltonian H tot transforms as
We note that the coefficient c 5 does not appear in the transformed total Hamiltonian (104), and thus we do not need to include it in the generator practically. If we return to the Lagrangian formalism again by the Legendre transformation, we will obtain the transformed action which has the same form as (11) by replacing F with F ′′ . We found the generator of the infinitesimal invariant canonical transformation as well as the invariant point transformation under the assumptions (86) and (95). In general, it is difficult to find the invariant canonical transformations of a theory. However, we find such transformation by using the infinitesimal canonical transformations, this helps us to understand the symmetry of the theory and the relations to other theories.
If we consider only C as the generator, we can immediately promote the infinitesimal transformation to the finite transformation. Removing the infinitesimal parameter ǫ, we give the generator of the finite canonical transformation as
Combining the above generator with Eq. (48), we get
Redefine the functionalF to F ′′ in the same way as the infinitesimal transformation without ǫ,
we obtainπ
Therefore, in addition to the finite point transformation, the XG theory is invariant under the finite canonical transformation generated by C.
V. CANONICAL CONNECTION OF THE HORNDESKI THEORY AND THE GLPV THEORY
The Horndeski theory and the GLPV theory in the unitary gauge are included in the 4-and 6-parameter models [18] of the XG theory. We derived the infinitesimal invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory in the previous section. In this section, using the invariant canonical transformation, we investigate the transformations which leave the Horndeski theory or the GLPV theory invariant, and search the relation between the two theories in the unitary gauge.
We mentioned in Section I that the Horndeski theory is invariant under the disformal transformation in which the conformal and disformal factors depend only on the scalar field φ [28] . On the other hand, the GLPV theory is invariant under the derivative dependent disformal transformation in which the disformal factor depends not only on the scalar field but also on the gradient of the scalar filed, X = −g µν ∇ µ φ∇ ν φ [23, 26, 27] . Whilst the GLPV theory is regarded as more general scalar tensor theory than Horndeki theory since the GLPV theory has two more terms than the Horndeski theory has, it was shown that a particular class of the GLPV theory can be mapped into the Horndeski theory by the derivative dependent disformal transformation [23, 26, 27] . In the unitary gauge, the derivative dependent disformal transformations are included in the invariant point transformation (67) we found in the previous section.
We derived the invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory which is larger than the point transformation. Thus, if we use the invariant canonical transformation, we expect that we can find a larger class of the invariant transformations of the Horndeski theory and the GLPV theory, and that we may obtain general classes of the GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory. In the following, firstly, we derive the invariant canonical transformations of the Horndeski theory and the GLPV theory using (103). Then we investigate the relation between the two theories under the canonical transformation and focus on whether we can obtain general GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory or not.
First, we consider the invariant canonical transformation of the GLPV theory. We begin with the GLPV theory in the barred system. In the unitary gauge, the functionalF for the GLPV theory expressed withΛ ij is given as [17] 
where the trace products of a tensor T ij is defined as [
. The GLPV theory has six independent 'parameters', (Ā i ,B i ). FromF , we obtain the functional F ′′ from Eq. (105) by the infinitesimal canonical transformation (103). We restrict the generator of the canonical transformation so that F ′′ has the GLPV form (110) in the unbarred system. The form of the functional F in the unbarred system is the same asF , and thus it preserves the GLPV form. The first order terms of ǫ in F ′′ , δF ′′ , have the derivatives of F and are derived in Appendix C for the GLPV theory. From Eq. (C4), we find that δF ′′ has at most the fifth powers of Λ ij
and we must eliminate these Λ ij terms since they are not included in the GLPV theory. The fifth powers of Λ ij include the Λ[Λ 4 ] term which cannot be cancelled with the other terms, so we must set c 4 = 0 for the general coefficient A 5 . Once we set c 4 = 0, the ΛΛ 2 2 term with the coefficient c 3 cannot be cancelled by the other terms, thus we set c 3 = 0. To eliminate the remaining terms, we set C πN = 0. As a result, we need C πN , c 3 , c 4 = 0 to eliminate the fifth powers of Λ ij in δF ′′ . From Eq. (C5), we get
The quartic terms of Λ ij come from the C πi term only, thus we set C πi = 0. From the cubic terms of Λ ij in the second line of Eq. (112), we find that P N must depend on N and t only, i.e., P N = P N [N, t], to include the cubic terms in L 5 in the GLPV theory. Note that the P i term contains the spatial covariant derivative. The GLPV theory does not contain such a term, so we must eliminate the spatial derivative term. Since P i is independent of Λ ij , we cannot put the P i term to be a total derivative. Therefore, we set P i = 0. In summary, the generator of the invariant canonical transformation of the GLPV theory are constructed by
With them, we get
Note that all the covariant derivative terms created by F h in δF ′′ vanish as the total derivatives. The coefficients (A i , B i ) have the same functional forms as (Ā i ,B i ) with unbarred arguments. The transformed GLPV theory has the coefficients (A Now we can directly promote the above infinitesimal invariant transformation to the finite transformation. According to the argument in Section IV B, we can promote the infinitesimal point transformation to the finite transformation by removing the infinitesimal parameter ǫ. When P N = P N [N, t], P i = 0 and a = a(t), the finite invariant point transformation of the GLPV theory is
Restoring the time diffeomorphism by the scalar field φ, we obtain the general covariant form of the finite invariant point transformation of the GLPV theory as
Thus, the invariant point transformation derived from the infinitesimal transformation corresponds to the familiar general disformal transformation which leaves the GLPV theory invariant. Moreover, we can add another invariant transformation generated by C. As derived in Section IV C, the finite canonical transformation generated by C gives the functional F ′′ in Eq. (108), and all the terms generated by C belong to the GLPV theory. Therefore, in addition to the general disformal transformation (116), we found additional canonical transformation generated by C which leaves the GLPV theory invariant.
As a special case, we consider the infinitesimal transformation which leaves the Horndeski theory invariant. The functionalF of the Horndeski theory has the same form as that of the GLPV theory, but the coefficients must satisfy the two conditions,Ā
Thus, the Horndeski theory has two less independent coefficients than the GLPV theory does. The coefficients (A 4 , B 4 ) and (A 5 , B 5 ) in the unbarred system also satisfy these conditions since the coefficients (A i , B i ) have the same forms as (Ā i ,B i ). In order to make the unbarred system be the Horndeski theory, we need to constrain (c 1 , c 2 , a, P N ) so that the coefficients (A 
Redefining b to ǫb, P N is expressed as
Using this relation, we obtain
where 
We Note that the deviations from the Horndeski conditions do not depend on c 1 (t) and c 2 (t), thus the N dependence of b completely determines whether the transformed theory is the Horndeski theory or not. If we promote this result to the general covariant form, we find that the Horndeski theory is invariant under the disformal transformation
Thus, the invariant point transformation obtained from the infinitesimal transformation corresponds to the familiar disformal transformation which leaves the Horndeski theory invariant. As in the GLPV theory, we can add the invariant canonical transformation generated by C also for the Horndeski theory since the Horndeski conditions (117) are still satisfied if we add the transformation generated by C. Can we transform the Horndeski theory in the barred system to a general GLPV theory in the unbarred system by the canonical transformation we found? The answer is no. In order to transform the Horndeski theory to a general GLPV theory, we need not only to break the Horndeski conditions (117) but also to create two more independent functionals of N and t than the Horndeski theory has. Starting from the Horndeski theory, the are not independent. Therefore, we can not transform the Horndeski theory to general GLPV theory through the canonical transformation we found in this article.
VI. SUMMARY
We studied the number of degrees of freedom and the invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory. Using the invariant transformation, we studied the relation between the Horndeski and GLPV theories which are special cases of the XG theory in the unitary gauge.
After we briefly reviewed the XG theory, we performed the full Hamiltonian analysis of the XG theory to elucidate the number of degrees of freedom of the theory. The Hamiltonian analysis for the XG theory was performed before only in a perturbative way. The perturbative analysis may break down when the interactions become strong compared to the quadratic terms in the theory. To overcome this, we introduced an auxiliary field and rewritten the action of the XG theory so that we can perform the full Hamiltonian analysis without using perturbations. As a result of the Hamiltonian analysis, we confirmed that the number of degrees of freedom for the XG theory is no more than 3, which corresponds to the two tensor modes plus a scalar mode in (3+1) dimensions, as long as the theory have the spatial diffeomorphism. Therefore, the XG theory is free from any extra degree of freedom which causes the Ostrogradski instability, and the theory is stable.
Under the infinitesimal transformation, the variations generated by the transformation are treated as infinitesimal quantities since they are multiplied by the infinitesimal parameter ǫ, so we keep the first order terms of ǫ only. The infinitesimal invariant point transformation was first discussed in the Lagrangian formalism, then it was promoted to finite transformation by repeating the infinitesimal transformation. If we restore the time diffeomorphism symmetry by introducing the Stuckëlberg scalar field φ and express the quantities in the general covariant form, the invariant point transformation becomes the metric transformation, and it includes not only the familiar disformal transformation but also the transformation generated by the vector product. The disformal factor B and the vector product V µ could include higher order derivative terms as long as they consist of the building blocks of the XG theory in the unitary gauge φ = t. Based on the arguments in [24] [25] [26] [27] , however, it is uncertain whether all the classes of the general covariant form of the XG theory become stable, while the spatially covariant form of the XG theory is stable as we proved in Section III. Thus we should be careful with the invariant metric transformation in the general covariant form. The possibility that the metric transformation may include some special classes of higher order derivative terms while keeping the theory the stability will provide another direction for searching the equivalence between different theories and looking for the symmetries of theories.
The metric transformations considered before are included in the point transformation in the unitary gauge. We extended the metric transformation to the canonical transformation. We derived the canonical transformation which leaves the XG theory invariant. We applied the infinitesimal canonical transformation in the Hamiltonian formalism to find the invariant canonical transformation. Under a few assumptions, we found the infinitesimal invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory which includes the point transformation. We also promoted the infinitesimal transformation generated by a part of generator C to finite transformation by removing the infinitesimal parameter ǫ.
Using the infinitesimal invariant canonical transformation of the XG theory, we obtained the transformations which leave the GLPV theory and the Horndeski theory invariant, and studied the relation between the two theories in the unitary gauge. It has been known that both theories are invariant under the disformal transformations. We derived the infinitesimal transformations of the Hamiltonian for both theories, and discovered that the both theories are invariant not only under the disformal transformations but also the additional canonical transformation generated by C. We also investigated whether we can obtain general GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory through the invariant canonical transformation we found. Whilst the coefficientsĀ 4 andĀ 5 in the Horndeski theory must satisfy the Horndeski conditions (117), those coefficients in GLPV theory do not need to satisfy the conditions and we are free to choose the coefficients A ′′ 4 and A ′′ 5 in the GLPV theory. In order to obtain the general GLPV theory from the Horndeski theory, we need to deviate the two coefficientsĀ 4 andĀ 5 in the Horndeski theory independently from the Horndeski conditions. It is well known that only a particular class of GLPV theory can be obtained from the Horndeski theory via the disformal transformation. We confirmed that even if we consider the canonical transformation generated by C in addition to the disformal transformation, we can not obtain the coefficients A . Although we include the additional canonical transformation generated by C, we can not obtain more general GLPV theory than the particular class obtained from the Horndeski theory by the disformal transformation.
On the other hand, as shown in Section V, the invariant canonical transformation can create higher power of Λ ij or K ij which any point transformations can not create. Therefore, for example, we can connect the Horndeski theory to another scalar-tensor theory which has higher power of Λ ij or K ij than the Horndeski theory by using the canonical transformation.
In this article, we focused on the XG theory only, and we derived the invariant transformation of the XG theory using the infinitesimal canonical transformation. The procedure we provided to study the relation between two theories, of course, can apply not only to the XG theory but also to any field theory. Therefore, the procedure is a useful method to study the equivalence between two different theories and the symmetries of a theory.
In this subsection, we consider the case when G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl does not exist for the Hamiltonian analysis in Section III. We have the primary constraints as
In Eq. (28), we define the linear combinationπ N of the constraints by using G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl . However, when G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl does not exist, such a linear combination cannot be defined, and thus it is unclear whether its consistency condition creates a secondary constraint such as χ. On the other hand, the Poisson brackets of the constraint π i with all primary constraints vanish even if G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl does not exist, and thus its consistency condition creates the secondary constraint H i even if G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl does exist. The XG theory has the spatial diffeomorphism symmetry by construction so that the theory must have the first class constraints which consist of the generator of the spatial diffeomorphism group. The variation of physical quantities Y ( x) under the gauge transformation for the classical theory is given as
where G is the generator of the gauge transformation, θ α are the independent gauge parameters and Ψ α are the independent first class constraints. Considering the variation of shift vector under the spatial diffeomorphism in Eq. (4), we find that the variation has 6 independent gauge parameters, η i and ξ i . η i is given as the time derivative of ξ i . In general, the time derivative of a spatial vector is independent of the original vector on the constant time hypersurface. Thus, η i and ξ i are independent of each other. We need 6 gauge generators of the spatial diffeomorphism whose gauge orbits are parametrized by η i and ξ i to construct the generator G. In order to derive the variation given in the Eq. (4) as well as δΛ ij = L ξ Λ ij through the relation (A2), we must have the following generator for the spatial diffeomorphism:
Therefore, π i andH i are the first class constraints even if G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl does not exist. Up to this stage, we have the 6 first class constraints, π i andH i , and the 13 constraints, π N , π ij Λ andπ ij h at least. The number of degrees of freedom becomes
The 0.5 degree of freedom should not exist, and thus we can ensure that the XG theory has up to 3 degrees of freedom no matter whether the Green's function G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl exists or not.
The case the XG theory has the general covariance
In this subsection, we investigate the structure of constraints for the general covariant class of XG theory, which has the general covariance even if we do not restore the symmetry under the time diffeomorphism by the scalar field φ. If a class of the XG theory has the general covariance, that class should have exactly the same structure of constraints and Poisson algebra. Therefore, just by studying a certain general covariant model, we can know the structure of constraints for all models of the general covariant class of the theory. In this subsection, we consider only the class in which the Green's function G xy,ij,kl ΛΛ exists. General relativity is the most familiar general covariant theory of gravitation, and the XG theory includes it by construction. In the case of general relativity, the Green's function G xy,ij,kl ΛΛ is proportional to the inverse of DeWitt metric. In the following, we study the structure of the constraints of general relativity with the Hamiltonian (22) . We then generalize the result of general relativity and derive the conditions of constraints with which the general covariant class of XG theory should be satisfied.
The Hamiltonian of general relativity in the form of (22) is given as
where M Pl is the Planck mass. The first order derivative of F by Λ ij is obtained as
and thus we findF
In the case of general relativity,π N is equal to π N sinceF x,ij ΛN = 0. As for the spatially covariant case, we obtain the secondary constraints from the consistency condition of π N and π i aṡ
We perform the Hamiltonian analysis in the same way as in the main text. However, unlike the spatially covariant case, the Poisson bracket betweenχ and π N weakly vanishes since the constraint χ does not depend on the lapse function
χ does not depend on the time coordinate explicitly, therefore the consistency condition ofχ can not determine the Lagrange multiplier of π N and does not create any new constraint
As expected, π N andχ become the first class constraints in general relativity which indicates that the theory has the time diffeomorphism, and this structure should hold for the general covariant class of theory in the framework of (22) . Generalizing these results of general relativity, all models of the general covariant class of XG theory with G xy ΛΛ,ij,kl should satisfy the conditions
in addition to the other relations between the constraints in the main text. The general covariant class of XG theory has 8 first class constraints,π N ,χ, π i andH i , and 12 second class constraints, π ij Λ andπ ij h . Thus, the number of degrees of freedom for such class is
which corresponds to the number of tensor modes in 3+1 dimension, and there appears no scalar degree of freedom.
Appendix B: The derivations of C and Cπ Λ
We derive the functional C first. As mentioned in Section IV C, the invariant point transformation already leaves the XG theory invariant, so we set G P = 0 in this appendix. When G P = 0, the Hamiltonian transforms as
In δH, only the two terms, (C) t and 2(C) h i j D i N j do not depend on π ij h and Λ ij , so they will not induce any primary constraints. We must eliminate the latter term to leave the theory invariant since it depends on N i . We can eliminate it as a total derivative by imposing
where G i j is the spatial Einstein tensor. Thus, the functional C is completely determined as C = √ h (c 1 (t) + c 2 (t)R) .
So (C)
These terms can not combine with other terms to become any primary constraint, so absorb them by the redefinition of the functional F ′ . We redefine the functional F ′ as
and using F ′′ , we obtain
where we set G P = 0. In (B5), we rewrote the functional F ′ to F ′′ in the first order terms of ǫ since this creates only up to second order terms of ǫ and we can neglect them in the infinitesimal transformation. We expect that the constraintπ 
Now we determine C πa so that Eq. (B6) is satisfied.
If we choose C π h by hand as
then the constraint (B5) transforms as
To obtain the weak equality (B6), the first order term of ǫ in Eq. (B8) should vanish at least weakly. The second and the third terms in the first order terms of ǫ in (B8) must be eliminated by the C πΛ term because of the structure of the indices. When C πΛ includes the following terms
in the first order terms of ǫ in (B8), the second and the third terms are combined with the C πΛ term to become the terms proportional to Eq. (B6):
Therefore, if the weak equality (B6) is satisfied, these terms vanish weakly. To eliminate the remaining terms in the same manner, C πΛ should include terms like
In addition to these terms, we need a few more terms to eliminate the extra terms in δH. Using Eqs.(B3) and (B7), we find the extra terms in δH which can not be eliminated by (B9) and (B11) are
Therefore, in order to eliminate them, we need to include the following terms in C πΛ
If we add these terms to C πΛ , they do not affect the constraint (B8) since the new terms (B13) are independent of Λ ij . So C πΛ is constructed by the sum of elements (B9), (B11) and (B13) as shown in (96). With these C π h and C πΛ , we obtain the following weak equalities:
and therefore, the transformations (97)-(99) are realized.
Appendix C: Calculations for the Horndeski/GLPV theory
We give the detailed calculation of the explicit forms of F ′′ for the Horndeski and GLPV theories. The functional F ′′ is given in Eq. (105),
The functional F for the two theories is given as
The first order derivatives of F with respect to N , h ij and Λ ij are
We find that δF ′′ includes up to the fifth powers of Λ ij . The fifth order power terms of Λ ij in F ′′ are 
The fourth and third power terms of Λ ij as well as P i term when C πN = c 3 = c 4 = 0 are
